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Abstract: Nonrapid eye movement (NREM) or arousal parasomnias are prevalent conditions 

in children and young adults, apparently provoked by any medical, physical, mental, or 

pharmacologic/toxic agent disturbing normal biorhythm and causing sleep fragmentation or 

abundant amount of slow wave sleep. The nadir and the ascending slope of the first sleep cycle 

of night sleep are the typical periods when NREM parasomnias, especially sleepwalking may 

occur on sleep-microstructural level; microarousals are the typical moments allowing NREM 

parasomnias. While sleep-disturbing factors have a clear precipitating effect, a genetic predis-

position appears necessary in most cases. A candidate gene for sleepwalking has been identified 

on chromosome 20q12-q13.12 in one sleepwalking family. NREM parasomnias have a genetic 

and clinical link with nocturnal-frontal lobe epilepsies; possibly through an abnormality of the 

acetylcholine-related sleep-control system. The association of NREM parasomnias with the 

human leukocyte antigen system might be the sign of an autoimmune background to be further 

clarified. In the treatment of arousal parasomnias, the main tools are adequate sleep hygiene and 

the management of underlying conditions. Their pharmacotherapy has remained unresolved; the 

best options are clonazepam and some of the antidepressants, while a psychotherapy approach 

is also justified.
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Introduction
Parasomnias are undesirable physical or behavioral events within, and in the transitions 

to and from sleep. Classically, they are grouped into nonrapid eye movement (NREM) 

sleep or arousal parasomnias (APs); those related to rapid eye movement sleep (REM); 

and parasomnias having no sleep state preference.

APs1 represent dissociated states between NREM sleep and waking. Examples 

include confusional arousals, sleepwalking, and sleep terrors2 with significant overlap. 

An occurrence in the first third of the night, total or partial amnesia to the events, 

and the lack of dreaming are classically considered diagnostic, however, the lack of 

dreaming has been challenged recently.3–6

APs typically manifest during childhood affecting more than 13% of children; the 

prevalence in young adults is 1%–4%. The lifetime prevalence of sleepwalking may 

be as high as 30%.7 Based on a Norwegian population study, the lifetime prevalence 

of the different APs varied from 4% to 67%; for sleepwalking, lifetime prevalence 

was 22.4% and the current prevalence was 1.7%. For other parasomnias, lifetime and 

current prevalences were as follows: sleep talking 66.8% and 17.7%, confusional 

arousal 18.5% and 6.9%, sleep terror 10.4% and 2.7%, injured during sleep 4.3% and 
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0.9%, injured somebody else during sleep 3.8% and 0.4%, 

sexual acts during sleep 7.1% and 2.7%, and sleep-related 

eating 4.5% and 2.2%.8

Sleepwalking patients typically walk quietly around 

the flat, then clean, pack, undress, and dress; may eat,9 

drink, or have sex.10 The events last some minutes to half 

an hour. Many patients, mainly children, just walk from 

one bed to another during sleep; some adults may do long 

drives. It is the leading cause of sleep-related violence and 

self-harm.11–13

Patients with sleep terror start suddenly from sleep with a 

scream; face and body expressing intense fear with autonomic 

signs like tachycardia and sweating; then they go back quietly 

to sleep without remembering the event later.

The aim of this review was to summarize the current 

conception of the background of NREM parasomnias and 

their treatment options based on new scientific findings.

Because APs have several common features with 

nocturnal-frontal lobe epilepsies (NFLEs), we compared and 

discussed the two groups of conditions sometimes together 

in this work.

Sleep-structure and the control of sleep
The “structure” of a night’s sleep may be characterized on 

different levels. The concept of sleep macrostructure is 

based on Rechtschaffen’s and Kales’ sleep phases and is 

represented by the hypnogram, a cyclic pattern showing 

the sequence of sleep phases.14,15 The “microstructural” 

level underlying sleep macrocycles is made up of electro-

encephalogram (EEG) graphoelements like slow waves, K 

complexes, and sleep spindles; the building stones of more 

complex patterns as microarousals during NREM sleep16,17  

and the cyclic alternating pattern (CAP).18 CAP is considered 

the EEG-representation of a homeostatic control system of 

NREM sleep.19 The cellular level of sleep-oscillations has 

recently been studied.20

The sleep cycles are controlled by two reciprocal antago-

nistic systems: the wake-promoting ascending reticular sys-

tem of the brainstem and the posterior hypothalamus on one 

hand, and the anterior hypothalamic sleep promoting system 

on the other.21 Sleep-wake control is realized by cholinergic, 

monoaminergic, and orexinergic projections originating from 

special nuclei of the brainstem/hypothalamus and reaching 

wide areas of the cortex via thalamocortical loops.22–25

Genetic factors in APs
APs are more frequent in the deep sleepers’ families26 and 

long sleeping has a predisposition to parasomnias.27

Based on the recognition of the strong family-accumulation 

of sleepwalking, supported by population28–30 and twin 

 studies,31,32 its genetic background has been intensively 

searched for.

Human leukocyte antigen DQ beta (HLA DQB) is 

associated with REM sleep behavior disorder (RBD) and 

especially with narcolepsy.33 Narcolepsy patients fre-

quently have APs.34–37 In 2003, the first genetic susceptibil-

ity factor, the DQB1*0501 HLA gene was identified for 

sleepwalking.38 Thus, APs, RBD, and narcolepsy share the 

feature of HLA-association, possibly reflecting an abnormal 

sleep-related movement-control in general. These conditions 

also have some overlapping symptomatology39,40 and path-

omechanism; including the possibility of an autoimmune 

background.41–43

Based on the study of a four-generation family by genome-

wide multipoint parametric linkage analysis, a genetic locus 

for sleepwalking has been identified at chromosome 20q12-

q13.12; the phenotype was found to be transmitted as an 

autosomal dominant trait with reduced penetrance.44

In summary, progress has been made in attempting to 

identify the genetic basis of NREM parasomnias, however, 

further large-scale studies are necessary to definitely eluci-

date it.

Links of APs and NFLes
A genetic overlap with NFLEs and APs has been proposed. 

In a study on 100 NFLEs cases, it was shown that 39 of 

them had a family history and 34 had a personal history for 

parasomnias.45 In another study on NFLEs patients/their 

families versus controls/their families, the lifetime prevalence 

of sleepwalking was significantly more frequent among 

NFLEs patients/their families compared with controls/their 

families.46 Childhood parasomnias turned to NFLEs later in 

life in many subjects.47

Both NFLEs and APs occur during NREM sleep, espe-

cially in deep slow wave sleep or Phase II; and are associated 

with CAP A. Both conditions may also present in sleep stage 

1, during entry into sleep, or during partial arousals.48,49 The 

typical occurrence of sleepwalking is the turning point of 

deep NREM sleep, at the nadir of the first sleep cycle, pre-

ceded by delta hypersynchrony.50 (This timing is diagnostic 

in differentiating sleepwalking from REM parasomnias: 

somnambulism occurs about 1.5 hours after sleep onset, 

while REM parasomnias appear in the second half of the 

night during the predominance of REM sleep). A curious 

EEG pattern – anterior delta and posterior alpha activity – has 

been observed during APs.51
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Symptoms, overlap, and confusion  
of APs with NFLes
Besides the genetic link and shared sleep features, some 

diagnostic confusion about NFLEs and APs has taken place. 

Frontal lobe seizures are easily misdiagnosed for night terror 

or nightmares, and the poorly characterized outdated condi-

tion “nocturnal paroxysmal dystonia” or “fearful awakening” 

was identified as NFLEs later.52

One of the most straightforward ways for discriminating 

AP- and NFLE-related movements during sleep is the high 

frequency – up to 20–30 – of NFLEs events in a night versus 

the rare, maximum one/night AP event.53

Investigating the semiology of APs during video-EEG 

monitoring, 57 APs were detected and compared with 63 

NFLE seizures.54

Three main types of APs were identified; most containing 

a combination of more than one pattern: 1) arousal behav-

ior (4/5 of the events), eg, eye opening, head elevation, 

 staring and face rubbing, yawning, stretching, moaning, and 

mumbling; 2) nonagitated motor behavior (3/4 of events) 

like sitting up, manipulating, and orienting with passive or 

perplexed face; occasional coherent speech; 3) distressed 

emotional behavior (half of the events): fear and anxiety 

expressed by facial expression and vocalization/speech; 

standing, screaming, and frantic/violent behavior. Attempts 

to restrict the sleepwalking persons frequently led to an 

aggressive response.

In contrast to sleepwalking that started with arousal-like 

phenomena in 80%, half of NFLE seizures started abruptly 

from sleep. The movements seen in the two groups were 

similar and nondiagnostic. Tachycardia was typical in both 

groups (Table 1).55

A recently described curious clinical feature of sleep-

walking is daytime sleepiness; not explained otherwise.56

The pathophysiology of APs
The serotonergic hypothesis
Pathological imbalance of neurotransmitters involved in 

sleep regulation may lead to sleep dissociation, eg, RBD is 

suggested to precede and associate with parkinsonian con-

ditions, especially Parkinson’s disease featured by impaired 

dopamine routes.57,58

The involvement of the serotonergic system in sleepwalk-

ing has been hypothesized in the early 80s by Barabas et al,59 

supported later by the recognition of an altered serotonergic 

system in migraine. They noticed a surprisingly high preva-

lence of somnambulism in children suffering from migraine, 

a condition characterized by a tenfold presence of sleep 

disorders including sleep-breathing disorders,60 nightmares,61 

sleep talking,62 bruxism,63 and sleepwalking.64 There is grow-

ing evidence on chronic serotonin depletion in migraine, 

and a sudden, significant serotonin increase during migraine 

attacks.65 Microinjections of serotonin into the cholinergic 

basal neurons of rats induced an increase in the EEG delta 

activity and a sleepwalking-like behavior.66

Additional studies have supported the role of a seroton-

ergic mechanism67 in sleepwalking, showing the  provoking 

effect of febrile states,68 selective serotonin reuptake 

inhibitor drugs69 and lithium70 via the elevation of serotonin  

ratio.71

The cholinergic hypothesis,  
connecting APs with NFLes
Acetylcholine is the main neurotransmitter of cortical acti-

vation during arousal, including arousals in sleep.72–74 The 

thalamus and cortex are rich in cholinergic fibers, partially 

originating in the basal nucleus providing a strong cholin-

ergic input.66

Some of the autosomal dominant NFLEs have been found 

to be caused by mutations of genes encoding the neuronal 

nicotinic acetylcholine receptor (AChR) subunits, resulting 

in increased AChR sensitivity.75,76 Changes in prefrontal 

γ-aminobutyric acid release and other than AChR genes have 

recently been described.77

The increased AChR sensitivity caused by the mutation 

moves the sleep-wake balance in the thalamocortical circuit 

towards cortical activation, resulting in the occurrence of 

Table 1 APs and NFLes: shared and discriminating features53,54

Arousal parasomnias Nocturnal frontal 
lobe seizures

Typical sleep  
phase, CAP

NReM sleep phases, entry  
into sleep, arousals; CAP A

NReM sleep phases, 
entry into sleep, 
arousals; CAP A

Distribution during  
night sleep

within 2 hours after sleep  
onset

Anytime

Frequency 1/night 1–30 per/night
Onset After arousal-like  

phenomena
Abruptly from sleep

Triggering stimulus in 50% in 8%
Comprehensible  
speech

Frequent None

Offset Followed by NReM sleep  
in 75%

Seizures woke the 
patients

Tachycardia Yes Yes
Movement type Nondiscriminating Nondiscriminating

Abbreviations: APs, arousal parasomnias; CAP, cyclic alternating pattern; NFLes, 
nocturnal-frontal lobe epilepsies; NReM, nonrapid eye movement.
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CAP A and microarousals during NREM sleep, favoring both 

AP and frontal lobe seizures.78

Because autosomal dominant nocturnal frontal lobe 

epilepsy is a prototype of NFLEs, one may assume the 

contributory role of the cholinergic arousal system also in 

NFLEs in general.79,80 The clinical similarities of NFLEs and 

arousal parasomnias, their shared relationship with the sleep 

process and the genetic link, suggest a shared cholinergic 

mechanism.80

The hypothetic mechanism of APs
•	 The disinhibition of the basal ganglia due to the inacti-

vation of the inhibitory frontal lobe during NREM sleep 

might result in the activation of central motor pattern 

generators,81 presenting their fixed movement patterns 

in “inappropriate” moments (eg, in sleep).16,79–81

•	 Sleep dissociation: it may affect a pattern or the “localiza-

tion” of sleep.

Pattern dissociation is generally abnormal.82 It means 

the state-independent, inappropriate occurrence or lack of 

an element of a certain state pattern, for example, in RBD, 

REM sleep occurs without atonia allowing the sleeper to act 

out his/her dreams; in sleep paralysis, the REM sleep-related 

atonia is transitorily maintained after awakening, resulting 

in frightening lameness.16 Cataplexy is similar, but atonia 

may appear abruptly in a fully alert state, easily resulting 

in falls.83,84 During pattern dissociation of APs, the body is 

“awake” and the “mind” continues sleeping.

“Local” sleep dissociations, eg, coexistence of unequally 

deep sleeping/waking brain regions are normal responses 

to selective overuse, or may represent an adaptation to 

special circumstances. Local sleeps of different cortical 

columns85 may develop after specific activity of localized 

brain regions prior to sleep, resulting in a reactive increase 

of the delta sleep in those overactive regions.86 The alter-

nating hemispheric sleep in dolphins and cetaceans87 rep-

resents the adaptation of the mammalian to life in water. 

The coexistence of sleeping and waking brain regions in 

APs has been demonstrated by a single-photon emission 

computed tomography study showing selective activation of 

the thalamocingulate pathways and simultaneous deactiva-

tion of other thalamocortical systems during a sleepwalking 

episode.88 Stereo EEG testing could also demonstrate local 

sleeps in parasomnias.89

•	 The pathological arousals with confusion and autonomic 

signs seen in APs might be consistent with emergency 

behaviors generated by an abnormal frontal cholinergic 

arousal system.79,90

Medical conditions and  
environmental factors
APs are provoked by sleep deprivation, sleep fragmentation, 

or disturbed sleep in the genetically predisposed person.11,12 

Provoking factors include conditions and substances that 

fragment sleep or disturb regular biorhythm, for example, 

sleep-disturbing noises; alcohol; most illicit drugs; stress 

and fever; shift work or irregular lifestyle; anxiety, depressed 

mood, obsessive–compulsive or phobic traits; conditions 

causing sleep fragmentation, for example, sleep apnea and 

restless legs syndrome.91,92 “De novo” sleepwalking episodes 

have been described in hyperthyreosis, especially in acute 

thyrotoxicosis,93 vascular lesions of the brainstem, and the 

right thalamus.94

Different drugs may cause sleepwalking episodes: 

Z-drugs (zopiclone and zolpidem), serotonin–norepinephrine 

reuptake inhibitors, selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors, 

certain antiepileptic drugs (valproic acid and topiramate), tri-

cyclic antidepressants, benzodiazepines, some antipsychotic 

drugs, lithium, sodium oxybate, beta-blockers, antihista-

mines, and even some antibiotics (ciprofloxacin).95

Treatment
Nonpharmacological treatment
During clinical management of APs, the assessment of the 

condition’s severity and a multidisciplinary approach is 

needed. The first step in the clinical evaluation is the map-

ping of possible comorbidities and underlying conditions. 

Elimination of precipitating factors is the main line of 

treatment; sleep apnea syndrome is a typical example.96 The 

reduction of upper airway resistance surprisingly diminishes 

the number of APs even without a full obstructive sleep 

apnea syndrome.97

Because sleep activity might be dangerous, the safe 

sleep environment including bedroom and windows is 

important. Alarmed bedroom doors and windows serve 

injury protection.

Childhood parasomnias generally resolve with no treat-

ment in the adolescent period; an underlying sleep apnea 

syndrome is to be searched for and treated if present.98

The clinician has multidisciplinary tasks when managing 

APs; like education of regular life style, and tasks of special-

ist in addictology, general medicine and sleep-expert. The 

most important nonpharmacologic way of managing APs 

is reaching adequate sleep hygiene, avoiding sleep depriva-

tion, and providing quiet sleeping conditions. Encourage 

the patients to create their own personalized sleep ritual 
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and sleep-waking rhythm with a ready bedtime even on the 

weekends.99

Although the diagnosis of APs is generally easy and 

straightforward, it may sometimes be confusing, and a 

misdiagnosis for epilepsy or psychogenic spells may occur. 

In unclear cases, a thorough consideration, evaluation, and 

sleep tests may be necessary to find the diagnosis and have 

the best possible treatment.100 Psychotherapies-hypnosis, 

cognitive behavioral therapy, or relaxation or self-hypnosis 

may occasionally be helpful.101,102 Anticipatory awakening 

before the usual onset of sleepwalking events has proven to 

be effective in children.103

Pharmacological therapy not yet 
informing therapeutic strategies
There are just a few studies on clinical trials of the phar-

macologic treatment of parasomnias, and their results are 

contradicting.104 The first-line drugs are sedato-hypnotics and 

antidepressants, drugs which could also provoke amnestic 

nocturnal behaviors.95 A trial with diazepam has shown an 

improvement in the self-reported frequency of nocturnal 

episodes, but there was no significant difference between the 

results of placebo and the diazepam-treated group.104 Most 

studies with clonazepam showed a significant decrease in the 

number of episodes; ∼80% of the affected patients reported 

nearly complete control.105

Numerous studies linked the use of antidepressants 

to the development of APs pointing out the provocative 

effect of paroxetine, mirtazapine, and bupropion.106 On 

the other hand, an early study demonstrated the useful-

ness of imipramine in the control of somnambulism and 

night terror,107 and paroxetine was found to be effective 

in somnambulism.108 Another study did not demonstrate 

significant positive effect of sedative antidepressants in 

somnambulism.109
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